Summary. New global magnetic data -Gauss coefficients up to degree and order 5, monthly values from 1980 to 2000, fitted to global data and partly based on highquality satellite vector data of Magsat and CHAMP/ØRSTED -are processed with a recent non-harmonic downward continuation method (Ballani et al. 2002). Using a weakly conducting mantle and the highly conducting fluid in the outer core we investigate the temporal structure of the 1991 jerk below some geomagnetic stations calculating the component dY/dt at the core-mantle boundary and underneath in different depths of the fluid outer core assuming fluid velocity there. The jerk structure dissolves and differs considerably in magnitude and in phase from the harmonically downward continued component.
Introduction
Geomagnetic jerks are rapid changes in the secular variation of the Earth's magnetic field and are most easily seen in the first time derivative of the East component Y (Courtillot et al. 1978 , Macmillan 1996 . New global model data (Gauss coefficients) are the prerequisite for applying a recently developed rigorous inverse approach for downward continuation of the poloidal field to the core-mantle boundary (CMB). This approach facilitates to investigate the jerk morphology at the CMB and the region beneath and provides a new view of the features of the field near to the sources, if a passive layer or a simple-structured velocity distribution is assumed there.
Global model data
The input quantities for the non-harmonic downward continuation method (Ballani et al. 2002) are the Gauss coefficients g nm (t), h nm (t). Their calculation is done in a separate modelling process (Wardinski & Holme 2003) . As geomagnetic data we use observatory quiet monthly means, if not available Table 1 . Conductivity (σ) values for different shells and velocity ω in the upper core layer (RE = 6370 km, Rσ = 5480 km, Rc = 3485 km (CMB)) 
Downward continuation theory
We apply the theory, presented in detail in (Ballani et al. 2002) and in extended form for a rotating fluid upper core layer with prescribed velocity in (Greiner-Mai et al. 2004) , for the downward continuation of the quantity dY/dt. The vectorial induction equation (B magnetic flux, µ 0 permeability of vacuum, σ = σ(r) electrical conductivity, v velocity field)
is decomposed to poloidal and toroidal parts by B = B p + B t = = ∇ × (∇× rS)+∇× rT with scalar functions S and T . Only the poloidal part represented by the function S expanded into spherical harmonics S(r, ϑ, ϕ, t) = n,m (S c nm (r, t) cos mϕ + S s nm (r, t) sin mϕ) P nm (cos ϑ) is considered here. Strictly, the downward continuation problem is an initialboundary value problem with two boundary conditions, both at the same
